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Abstract

Some 23 journals, including two organizational "flagship" journals with circulations both greater

than 50,000, now "require" effect size reporting. The present paper will review some of the

numerous effect size choices available to researchers.
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A Review of the Panoply of Effect Size Choices

The APA Task Force on Statistical Inference emphasized that effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d,

omega squared, eta squared) should "always" be reported with p values, and that "reporting and

interpreting effect sizes in the context of previously reported effects is essential to good research"

(p. 599, emphasis added). And the new fifth edition of the APA (2001) Publication Manual

emphasizes that:

It is almost always necessary to include some index of effect size or strength of

relationship...The general principle to be followed...is to provide the reader not only

with information about statistical significance but also with enough information to assess

the magnitude of the observed effect of relationship. (pp. 25-26, emphasis added)

Today, 23 journals require effect size reporting. Two of these journals have subscriptions greater

than 50,000! For example, the guidelines for Exceptional Children now ask, "Have you

addressed the practical significance of your findings using effect size indicators and/or narrative

analyses?" (2000, 66(3), p. 416). And the Guidelines for Authors of the Journal of Counseling

and Development now state, "Authors are expected to discuss the clinical significance of the

results (one means to accomplish this is to report effect sizes" (2001, 79(2), p. 253). Two of these

journals are organizational "flagship" journals (Council for Exceptional Children and American

Counseling Association) of their respective associations.

Effect sizes are used as an alternative to or supplement for statistical significance tests,

given the severe limits of statistical significance tests (cf. Cohen, 1994; Meehl, 1978; Schmidt,

1996; Thompson, 1996). There are various articles that explain different effect size choices (cf.
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Cortina & Nouri, 2000; Kirk, 1996, in press; Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Rosenthal, 1994; Snyder &

Lawson, 1993; Thompson 2002).

But there are 41 to 61 different effect size choices (Elmore & Rotou, 2001; Kirk, 1996)!

And these do not even include the new group overlap I indices developed by Huberty and his

colleagues (Hess, Olejnik & Huberty, 2001; Huberty & Holmes, 1983; Huberty & Lowman,

2000). Thus SERA members may appreciate an integrated review of some of the many available

effect size choices, and especially the Huberty indices, now that more and more journals are

requiring effect size reporting.

As of January 2003, the editorial policies of the following 23 journals require effect size

reporting:

Career Development Quarterly
Contemporary Educational Psychology
Early Childhood Research Quarterly
Educational and Psychological Measurement
Educational Technology Research & Development
Exceptional Children
Journal of Agricultural Education
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of Community Psychology
Journal of Consulting & Clinical Psychology
Journal of Counseling and Development
Journal of Early Intervention
Journal of Educational Psychology
Journal of Educational and Psychological Consultation
Journal of Experimental Education
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied
Journal of Learning Disabilities
Journal of Personality Assessment
Language Learning
Measurement and Evaluation in Counseling and Development
The Professional Educator
Reading and Writing
Research in the Schools
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Definition of an Effect Size

An effect size is a name given to a family of indices that measure the magnitude of a

treatment effect. It can be used to mean "the degree to which the phenomenon is present in the

population," or "the degree to which the null hypothesis is false" (Cohen, 1988). It also tells us to

what degree the dependent variable can be controlled, predicted or explained by the independent

variable(s) (Olejnik & Algina, 2000; Snyder & Lawson, 1993). Because there are many effect

size choices and therefore no concept of "one-size fits all" (Thompson, 1999) the indices used for

data analysis must be carefully chosen by the researcher so as to be deemed appropriate for that

specific research project. This is not a new concept. Ronald Fisher (1925) proposed that

researchers supplement the significance test in analysis of variance with the correlation ratio eta,

which measures the strength of association between the independent and dependent variables.

Kirk (1996) uses the term "effect magnitude" to refer to the supplemental measures that

quantitative psychologists proffer. Effect size measures are also used in meta-analysis studies in

order to summarize the findings from a specific area of research.

Two Families of Effect Sizes

Measures of Association Strength

Effect sizes can be measured by using a wide array of formulas (Kirk, 1996), however,

Rosenthal (1994) classified effect sizes into two families: the r family and the d family. The r

family includes the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient as well as the various

squared indices of r and r-type quantities. The d family includes mean differences and

standardized mean difference indices (Elmore & Rotou, 2001). In 1990, Maxwell and Delaney

used the terms 'measures of association strength' to describe the r family indices and "measures
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of effect size" for the d family indices. Several different choices of effect sizes are discussed and

illustrated below (Snyder & Lawson, 1993).

The r family includes the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, which is

utilized in studies using bivariate correlation. Measurements in the r family are classified as

"uncorrected" effect size and "corrected" effect size. Two measurements that compute

uncorrected effect size measurements for strength of association are R squared (R2) and eta

squared (Tf). Studies using multiple regression procedures use the coefficient of determination,

which is the obtained, squared multiple correlation, R squared (R2). This coefficient expresses

the proportion of variance in the dependent variable accounted for by the linear combination of

independent variables (Elmore & Rotou, 2001).

In the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) the

measures of an effect size are measures of the degree of association between an effect (e.g., a

main effect, an interaction, a linear contrast) and the dependent variable. In

(ANOVA/ANCOVA) the effect size eta squared (12) is used. Computationally, R2 and 12 are the

same.

R2 and 12 = SSexplained I SStotal

Note. SS = Sum of Squares

There are also two measurements that compute corrected effect size measurements. These

are omega squared (w2) and epsilon squared (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996; Thompson, 1996). The

formulas for each are as follows:

2 = SSexplained [01-1) * MSerrori SStotal MSerror

EpSi10112 = SSexplained [(V- 1) * MSerror] SStotal

Note. SS = Sum of Squares, v = number of levels in a factor, MS.,. = mean square error

7
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The corrected effect size estimate for the R2 (k2) overestimation, and the factors that

affect the size of R2: (e.g. the ratio of the number of independent variables or predictors to the

size of the sample and the value of R2) was discussed by Pedhazur (1997). The "shrinkage" (p.

208) can be estimated by applying the following formula:

k2 = 1 (1-R2) * [(N-1)/(N-k-1)]

Note. N = Population, k = number of groups

In addition to the concept of shrinkage relative to the population squared multiple

correlation coefficient, Pedhazur (1997) was also concerned with the replication of findings with

the statement regarding the use of crossvalidation "to determine how well a regression equation

obtained from one sample performs in another sample from the same population" (p. 209).

Sampling error is the difference between corrected and uncorrected effect size estimates.

The uncorrected effect size estimates show whether or not the sample results can reproduce the

unexplained variance from the sample data. A positive bias in the uncorrected effect size

estimate occurs when the researcher cannot partition out the sampling error variance (Cromwell,

2001). Thompson (1996) explained that corrected effect size measurements may be used to

estimate and adjust for the positive bias associated with three study features: smaller sample

sizes, smaller population effects and the use of multiple variables. According to Thompson

(1997), positively biased effect size overstates the effects that would be found in either the

population or in future samples. All uncorrected effect sizes are positively biased effect

estimates, but are less biased if (a) sample size is large, (b) population effects are large, and (c)

few measured variables are used.
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Standardized Mean Difference

In 1969, Cohen introduced the concept of d, which is the difference between the

population mean divided by the average population standard deviation.

d = M1 M2 / apooled

Note. MI = Mean of population 1, M2 = Mean of population 2 armed = Average population standard deviation.

Cohen's contribution to the field has also had lasting impact because he included guidelines for

determining the magnitude of d. It was also the first effect size to be labeled as such. Cohen

divided the range of magnitude into small, medium and large effects (Kirk, 1996). According to

Cohen (1992) a medium effect of 0.5 was visible to the naked eye of the observer and several

surveys have found that 0.5 approximates the average size of an observed effect in various fields

(Cooper & Findley, 1982; Haase, Waechter & Soloman, 1982; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989). A

small effect of 0.2 is noticeably smaller than the medium effect but not small enough to usually

be considered trivial. A large effect of 0.8 is the same distance from the medium effect as it is

from the small effect (Kirk, 1996).

The second mean difference to be discussed is that of Glass' delta (A). Glass (1976)

defined the effect size difference between the experimental group and the control group means

divided by the standard deviation of the control group:

A = Me Nic / Sc

Note. Me = mean of experimental group, ML = mean of the control group, Sc = standard deviation of the control group.

Glass replaced Cohen's d division of the difference between population means by the average

population standard deviation with the sample standard deviation of the control group because

"he reasoned that if there were several experimental groups, pairwise pooling of the standard

deviations would result in a different standard deviation for each experimental-control contrast.
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Hence, the same difference between experimental and control means would result in different

effect size values when the standard deviation of the contrasts differed" (Kirk, 1996, pp.750-

751).

A third measure of mean differences is Hedges g. Hedges (1981) pooled the standard

deviations of the experimental group with the control group in order to have one standard

deviation for all contrasts.

g = me Mc / Spooled

Note. M. = mean of experimental group, M. = mean of the control group, Spooled = pooled standard deviation of the

experimental group with the control group.

Cohen's d Glass' A and Hedges g are relevant when using a t-test. The main difference between

the three formulas is found in the denominator.

The effect sizes in the mean differences and the Pearson r can also be transformed into

each other's metrics (Thompson, 2000). Several examples will follow:

Cohen's d can be converted to an r using Cohen's (1988, p. 23) formula #2.2.6:

r = d / v[d2 + 4].

Or r can be converted to d using Friedman's (1968, p. 246) formula #6:

d = [2(r)] / [v(1 - r2)] (Thompson, 2000)

or, d can also be computed from the value of the t-test of the difference between two groups

d = 2t / v(df) or d = t(ni + n2) / [v(df) * v(ni*n2)].

Note. df = degrees of freedom for t-test, n = number of cases for each group. The formula with the n's should be when the n's are not
equal. The formula without the n's should be used when the n's are equal.

Cohen's d can also be computed from r the effect size correlation:

d = 2r / v(1-r2).

10
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Cohen's d can also be computed from Hedge's g:

d = g*v(N / df).

Hedge's g can also be computed from the value of the t-test of the differences between groups:

g = 2t / vN or g = t*v(ni + n2) / v(ni*n2).

Note. The formula with N is used when case numbers are equal. The formula with n should be used when case numbers are not equal.

Hedge's g can also be computed from r, the effect size correlation:

g = [r / v(1 -r2)] / v[df(ni + n2) / (nt *n2)].

The above formulas (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1991) show the interplay of each of these effect size

choices. It is up to the astute researcher to make the appropriate choices for the study being

performed.

Group Overlap Indices

Another area of interest is that of effect sizes which address group overlap. Cohen has

interpreted effect sizes in terms of the percentage of non-overlap between the treated group's

scores and the untreated group. An effect size of 0.0 indicates that the distribution of scores for

the treated group overlaps completely. The two groups are identical. An effect size of 0.8

indicates that a non-overlap of 47.4% (or an overlap of 52.6%). And an effect size of 1.7

indicates a non-overlap of 75.4% (or an overlap of 24.6%) in the two distributions. Please see

Table 1 for this information (Cohen, 1988). The concept of group overlap will now be discussed.

The use of the overlap of two distributions of outcome scores as an effect size may make

sense to some researchers (Huberty & Lowman, 2000). Tilton (1937) "suggested that the amount

of group overlap be considered (in two-group univariate mean comparisons) in determining

whether two means are significantly different" (Huberty, 2002, p. 232). Thirty years ago Alf and

Abrahams (1968), Cohen (1969, p.10), Elster and Dunnette (1971), and Levy (1967) related
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overlap to two-group mean difference testing. The specific instance of an I -like index was also

suggested more than 30 years ago by Michael (1966). Group overlap was also revisited 15 years

ago by Huberty and Holmes (1983), and Preece (1983) (Huberty, 2002). Ofparticular interest in

the present paper is how Huberty and his colleagues perceive group overlap in the two-group and

multiple outcome variable context. The improvement-over-chance classification (1) is what will

now be discussed (Huberty, 2002). According to Huberty and Lowman (2000), the / index can

be used for univariate, multivariate, homogeneous, heterogeneous, or any combination of the

above research situations.

It must be noted that effect sizes used in standardized mean comparisons are restricted to

the conditions of variance homogeneity. A good assessment approach is to use a univariate group

membership prediction (or classification) rule (Huberty & Lowman, 2000).

A linear rule may be used if it is a univariate case and the variances can be assumed to be

equal. Using this rule, the sample variances are pooled in order to compute the posterior

probability estimates of group membership: P(g / Xi). The estimates reflect the probability that

the ith unit will belong to the g population given Xi as an observed score. To find the linear

classification rule, the following formula can be used:

k
P(g / Xi) = qg * exp ((-1/2)D2ig) / E qg,* exp((-1/2)D2ig,).

g'=1

Note. D2is = Mahalanobis squared distance of unit i from the mean of group g (where Xg is the mean of group g); si- =the pooled

variance on the predictor variable; qg = probability that any unit is a member of population g (Hess et al., 2001).

If population variances cannot be assumed to be equal, then the use of a quadratic

classification rule would be required. The formula to obtain a quadratic rule is:

k
P(g / Xi) = qg*S-112g*exp ((-1/2)D2ig) / E qg,*S-112e*exp((-1/2)D2ig)

g'=1

12
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Note. The quadratic rule uses separate variance sg (Hess et al., 2001).

Group overlap can then be assessed by using a prediction of group assignment by using

predictive discriminant analysis (PDA) and logistic regression analysis (LRA) for the two-group

comparison (Hess, Olejnik & Huberty, 2001). Three judgments must be made in creating

classification rules: 1) determination of the normality of score distribution, 2) assessment of the

equality of the two outcome-variable variances, and 3) the estimation of prior probabilities of

group membership (as it relates to the sum to unity and relative sizes of the two populations). For

a discussion of these three judgments review Huberty (1994, chap.4) (Huberty & Lowman,

2000).

Once the form of the rule is selected by taking the above three classification judgments

into consideration, the method used to estimate group overlap must be selected. In order to

determine group overlap using PDA, a group membership classification error rate must be

calculated. The complement to the error rate, which is known as a hit rate, will be considered for

the assessment of the group overlap (Huberty & Lowman, 2000). Huberty (1994) recommended

using an external classification analysis in order to determine the hit rate. The classification rule

for an external analysis is determined on one set of units, which is then used to classify the other

sets of units in the analysis. (Hess et al., 2001). A hit rate estimate may be reached by using an

external approach termed leave-one-out (L-0-0) by Huberty (1994, pp. 88-93) (Huberty &

Lowman, 2000). The L-0-0 method is also similar to the jackknife estimator (see Huberty,

1994). The L-0-0 method will yield an acceptable point estimate of the hit rate because it will

count the correctly classified units and serve as a good representation of group overlap (Hess et

al., 2001).

13
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An across-group hit rate estimate is a reasonable representation of group overlap. An

interval estimate also needs to be established. To define an interval estimate, the meaning of

"chance" for each particular study must be clarified. One interpretation of chance is based on the

proportional chance criterion. With this interpretation, the chance frequency of hits for group g

is: eg=qg * ng

Note. qg = estimated prior probability for group g, ng = number of analysis units in group g.

The across-group chance frequency of hits is:
e= E eg

g
Note. k = the number of groups.

The across-group hit rate is He = e / N and Ho is the notation for the across-group hit rate.

Another interpretation of chance is the maximum chance criterion and it would be appropriate

with a two-group situation with prior probabilities that are very different. This formula would be:

He = max (qi,q2). Whether the proportional chance criterion or the maximum chance criterion is

used is left to the judgment of the researcher (Huberty & Lowman, 2000).

Because a hit rate point estimate may not be an adequate effect size index, there is a need

for an improvement-over-chance index. Huberty (1994, p.107) suggested the following index:

I = (1-He) (1-Ho) / 1 He

= Ho He / 1 He

The I index can be used to answer the question: "To what extent is the group distribution overlap

more than what may be expected by chance (sampling variability)?"(Huberty & Lowman, 2000,

p. 547). In order to use an I index as an effect size estimate there are two judgments that must be

followed. The first judgment is with regard to the prior probabilities of group membership and

that the proportions reflect the relative sizes of the populations of the groups involved in the

14
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comparison, and the second judgment is that of using the appropriate interpretation of chance

(Huberty & Lowman, 2000).

Some preliminary supporting evidence is provided by Huberty and Lowman (2000) for

the use of I as a measure of effect size for univariate and multivariate group comparisons. The

data set used in Huberty and Lowman (2000) was that of the BISBEY data set included in

Huberty (1994) where N=153. Using this data, they compared the I index to F, 12, and the point

biserial correlation (NO. In groups numbering more than 2, with homogeneity of variance

conditions met, the relationship between F and I was .93, between 12 and I was .97. In the two-

group comparison situation, the relationship between N. and I was .90. In non-homogeneous

variance cases, Huberty and Lowman (2000) compared Ito an adjusted F values (or J values) by

utilizing the James second order test (Oshima & Algina, 1992). Getting the / values by use of the

quadratic rule, the correlation between J and I values was found to be .89. The high correlations

of these preliminary analyses are what led Huberty and Lowman (2000) to conclude that the I

index could be used in univariate, multivariate, homogeneous, heterogeneous and any

combination of contrasts deemed appropriate to the researcher (Hess et al., 2001).

Another method of two-group classification is the logistic regression analysis (LRA).

This regression analysis models the dichotomous variable's nonlinear probabilistic function (Fan

& Wang, 1999). In the two-group situation, given a dichotomous outcome variable Y and a

single continuous predictor variable X, the posterior probability of membership in the target

group (e.g. Group 1) is modeled by the logistic function: Y = ea X / 1 +

Assuming there is only one predictor in the above equation, I3'X = 130 + 131 *X1 and Y is the

predicted posterior probability of belonging to the target group (Group 1). After the use of the

logistic regression model is established, it can be used to obtain the hit rate. The process of
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getting an observed hit rate from this point is simple: classify Xi into the other group if the

predicted posterior probability of the observation for that group is small or into the target group

(Group 1) if the predicted probability is large. The determination of cutoff points above which Xi

is placed into the target group and below which point X is placed in the other group remains

problematic. Each specific cutoff value is based on the size of the population being researched

(Hess et al., 2001).

It has been shown that LRA can also assess group overlap between two population

distributions based upon the computation of estimated hit rates and the subsequent I values that

result. Future research can address under which conditions of variance heterogeneity would a

researcher use quadratic PDA over LRA as the method for computing / (Hess et al., 2001).

Practical limitations that Hess et al. (2001) has stressed when using the I index are now

discussed. With the particular use of PDA, depending on the distribution shape and ratio of the

variances, theoretical values of I will be different. When using quadratic PDA as variance

patterns become more extreme, I values are less differentiated in terms of small, medium and

large. Because social science data collection typically occurs in less than ideal conditions,

researchers cannot make attempts to make strict qualitative judgments based on sample estimates

of the I regardless of which method is used to compute it. Hess et al. (2001) stressed that under

any conditions that are considered less than ideal, the / index from any data set must be

interpreted with caution, including those times when the suggested intervals from the Hess et al.

(2001) study are being used. It is the conclusion of Hess et al. (2001) that LRA should be used in

conjunction with the / index for the following reasons: 1) LRA does not require a test of variance

equality, and 2) the logistic regression-based hit rates can be obtained from popular statistical

software packages (e.g., SPSS and SAS). They also suggest that I will optimally perform with
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improved precision and accuracy when used with large sample sizes (N=300) if the researcher

can maintain an equal n ratio when the populations of the two groups are equal.

Conclusion

In summary, there are many choices for effect sizes. Cohen's d, Glass's A and Hedges g

are popular choices, as are 12 and 0)2. The fact that the formulas can be converted into each

other's metrics only further supports the necessity of effect sizes as supplemental statistics. The

introduction and review in this paper of the Huberty I index brings up the idea of generalizability

across data analysis situations. "Conceptually, the I index is judged to be a reasonable index of

group overlap and fairly straightforward in understanding" (Huberty & Lowman, 2000, p. 559).

During further research on the I index, Hess et al. (2001) found that the use of LRA will benefit

researchers the most if they are able to maintain the n ratio when the two populations are equal in

size. Because there is no concept of "one-size fits all" (Thompson, 1999), it remains the choice

of researchers to choose the best index for their particular work. The ability to perform meta-

analyses and replication of the research is determined by the inclusion of the effect size as a

supplemental statistic.
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Table 1

Percentage of non-overlap (and overlap) according to Cohen's effect size standards.

Cohen's Standard Effect Size Percent of Non-overlap Percent of Overlap

2.0 81.1 18.9
1.9 79.4 20.6
1.8 77.4 22.6
1.7 75.4 24.6
1.6 73.1 26.9
1.5 70.7 29.3
1.4 68.1 31.9
1.3 65.3 34.7
1.2 62.2 37.8
1.1 58.9 41.1
1.0 55.4 44.6
0.9 51.6 48.4

Large 0.8 47.4 52.6
0.7 43.0 57.0
0.6 38.2 61.8

Medium 0.5 33.0 67.0
0.4 27.4 72.6
0.3 21.3 78.7

Small 0.2 14.7 85.3
0.1 7.7 92.3
0.0 0.0 100.0

Note. Adapted from Cohen (1988).
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